ABSTRACT The overwhelming increase of population will lead to an increase network traffic usage. In most products, local cache mechanism is implemented for the purpose of reducing the network traffics. However, Due to storage space limitations, lot of times, cache will get purged when there are lots of queries sent and replaced by other newest queries. It is not an efficient by using traditional methodology to build or forming cache. In order to reduce the network traffic usage, the paper propose a solution, which utilizes data mining technique with clustering concept, by gathering the current feedback data that have from our SPN (Smart Protection Network). we are able to form these data in groups with similarity, and by deploying these data to client side, to achieve the reduction of traffic usage. In prototype, this design can really reduce network traffic more than 8%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cathe optimization method with innovation technology over the cloud technology [4] , [7] - [10] , [45] - [58] , or known as the SPN (Smart Protection Network). The Smart Protection Network infrastructure delivers advanced cloud protection and block threats in real-time before they reach you. Smart Protection Network delivers security that's smarter than conventional approaches. Leveraging cloud computing [5] , [6] , [44] across the company's security solutions and services, the Smart Protection Network provides a stronger cloud architecture that protects you while reducing your reliance on time-consuming signature-downloads.
Although using the Content Distributed Service provided by CDN (Content Delivery Network) [1] , [2] company, the SPN works for all over the world. But, for the Security solution provider, the cloud server to serve SPN service is limited, the charge by CDN company also based on the The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Raja Wasim Ahmad. network traffic; for client side, using huge network traffic is not permitted after install the SPN service for network security [36] - [43] . It is clear to reduce that the overloading of network traffic usage will eventually become a major issue for those products which adopt the SPN solution.
At the same time, though, the Internet network traffic being handled by the backend servers of a file reputation service is increasing dramatically in terms of incoming queries. Network traffic is increasing week-by-week and this means many thousands of dollars must be paid by the operator of the file reputation service to an Internet traffic company such as Akamai [3] for the increase in traffic.
In the field of antivirus protection for computers and enterprise networks, a file reputation service may be employed to check the legitimacy of certain files on user computers. Current file reputation services (or, file reputation technology) often use a cache [10] - [17] mechanism to speed up response times. A file reputation service checks the reputation of a file against an extensive in-the-cloud database before permitting user access. The service uses VOLUME 7, 2019 This high-performance content delivery networks and local caching servers in order to assure minimum latency during the checking process. Typically, the cache stored on the local, client-side is based upon queries sent to the file reputation service. But, this cache may be purged if many queries are sent or if there is an incomplete update; this presents a problem in that the cache is then not useful. So, this paper tries to do ''cache optimization'' based on the cache contents. The CDN using Akamai as an example (there are other such services) in the context of a file reputation service, the service may upload data to one Akamai server. Then, the Akamai server will distribute this data worldwide to Akamai servers. Finally, clients can access the nearest Akamai server to download what they need. Of course, all of this activity means increased network traffic and cost.
Network traffic usage is increasing not only more clients using the service, but also a limitation on the local client cache which requires a query to be sent out over the Internet to the backend servers. As mentioned above, this limitation is that the cache might be purged prematurely, and there is no quick and easy way to find out which items in cache should be kept without downloading them again and again.
Because a response from a backend server of the file reputation service may take more than 350 ms, while a response from a local client cache may take only 1ms, it is important to make better use of a client cache instead of relying upon access to a backend server. To those ends, further techniques for better utilizing a local client cache in the context of a file reputation service or for any other suitable service are desired.
An access log of a backend server includes any number of data records each describing a previous query regarding a suspect computer file of a client computer. Each record includes the CRC code for the suspect computer file, the result of the malware analysis performed on the backend server and other attributes and values. The log is analyzed to retrieve relevant attributes and values from each record. Key attributes and values are generated from the data in each data record such as region, continuous query, up-to-date pattern and CRC summary count. All CRC codes are grouped according to attribute values that each has in common with one another. There may be many groups formed each including any number of CRC code-result pairs. Each group is analyzed to determine the network traffic associated with downloading the entire group to all user computers and the network traffic associated with not downloading the group but responding to future malware queries regarding CRC codes in the group. CRC codes are removed from each group if necessary and the network traffic is iteratively calculated to maximize the reduction in network traffic. Each group may be then downloaded to all user computers as a pre-fetch cache.
To find out the perfect pre-fetch cache for clients to reduce network traffic. We present a technique is disclosed that allows a pre-fetch cache to be downloaded all at once to a client computer.
Whereas a client with a traditional cache needs to send out multiple queries in order to accumulate a usable cache oneby-one, the present invention provides a customized pre-fetch cache generated in the cloud that the client may retrieve with on the order of only a few queries. In other words, the entire pre-fetch cache can essentially be retrieved at once using the steps described below.
II. RELATED RESEARCH A. iCRC [8] SCAN
The following Fig. explain redundancy check. A Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is an error-detecting code designed to detect accidental changes to raw computer data, and is commonly used in digital networks [37] - [39] , [42] and storage devices such as hard disk drives. CRCs are so called because the check (data verification) code is a redundancy (it adds zero information to the message) and the algorithm is based on cyclic codes. CRCs are popular because they are simple to implement in binary hardware, are easy to analyze mathematically, and are particularly good at detecting common errors caused by noise in transmission channels. As the check value has a fixed length, the function that generates it is occasionally used as a hash function. The CRC was invented by W. Wesley Peterson in 1961; the 32-bit polynomial used in the CRC function of Ethernet and many other standard is the work of several researchers and was published in 1975.
The company uses the idea of Bloom Filter [16] as the CRC checking rule. And then form the Bloom Filter Pattern to do pre-scan during file scanning.
iCRC Scan Flow: (1) . TMFilter hooks a file. (2) . TMFilter looks up file cache [11, 12] For clients that use Global Scan Server, the step 5 queries go to CLOUD will hit Akamai first to see if the same CRC query result has been cached; otherwise get CRC result directly from Global Scan Service.
B. FILE REPUTATION SERVICE (FRS)
In addition to Web and e-mail reputation technologies, traditional malware scanning tools identify infected files by comparing several hash values of the file content with a list of hash values stored in a pattern or signature file. If a file is marked ''suspect'' in the first pass of a hash comparison, the scan engine employs a multi-phase approach to further drill down. In many conventional tools, this pattern file is located on the endpoint computer and is distributed regularly to provide protection against the latest threats.
File reputation technology decouples the pattern file from the local scan engine and conducts pattern file lookups over a network to a file reputation service server. The server may reside on the customer premises (a private cloud) or even on the Internet (a public cloud). This in-the-cloud approach alleviates the challenge of deploying a large number of pattern files to hundreds or even thousands of endpoints. With this approach, as soon as the pattern is updated on the cloud server, protection is immediately available to all clients accessing that scan server. The file reputation databases in the cloud receive constant updates-enabling a provider to quickly respond to and remediate new file-based threats. Similar technologies are also available for Web and e-mail scanning. a database is used to check the contents of a file to determine whether or not it is malicious. Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the invention. Shown are any numbers of user computers that communicate over the Internet or other network to any number of backend servers which are typically operated by an entity such as an antivirus service provider. These user computers may represent an individual computer in a household that is running an antivirus software product, an office computer within a corporation running an antivirus business software product, a server computer within an entity (being responsible for the security of any number of end-user computers) running an enterprise version of a security software product, or other computer arranged to submit queries and receive results as described herein. These user computers are preferably distributed worldwide within any number of independent entities such that the queries received from them best represents a worldwide or region-wide view of malware activity.
C. SPN MECHANISM
The antivirus service provider may use a single backend server to field queries and provide results, or may use any number of backend servers to process the queries. For example, a particular backend server may be dedicated to a certain product or products of an entity may be used to respond to queries from particular countries or regions for load balancing purposes, or the provider may pay a Web service provider (e.g., Akamai) to provide this kind of service.
As described above, a user computer determines that a file is suspect, calculates its CRC and sends this CRC code as a query to one of the backend servers. There may be more than one CRC code calculated for an individual file that must be checked. Typically, a user computer checks a CRC code against a security software product, various lists or a local cache (e.g., client cache) before making the determination that the CRC is suspect and must be sent over the Internet. Not every calculated CRC must be sent over the Internet to the backend servers, but if it is, this increases the network traffic and the associated burden on the backend servers and cost to the antivirus service provider. One of the backend servers will receive this query, determine whether the CRC code represents a malicious file (using any combination of well-known or proprietary techniques) and send a result back to the requesting user computer. This result typically includes the original CRC and a result value indicating whether or not the computer file from which the CRC was calculated is malicious or not.
The present invention realizes that it is possible to deliver a pre-fetch cache to each of the user computers against which each user computer may compare a suspect CRC code. Advantageously, this pre-fetch cache need not be built up query-by-query as in the prior art and may be delivered to each user computer periodically with a minimum of effort expended by the user computer and with a minimum impact on network bandwidth. Accordingly, a user computer is supplied with a relatively large pre-fetch cache (compared to the prior art client cache) that is available for use and will dramatically cut down on the number of queries needing to be sent to the backend servers. Any user computer may use the pre-fetch cache on its own or in conjunction with the client cache. As with the client cache, the pre-fetch cache typically will include a number of CRC code-result pairs.
An access log is a database including any number of records where each record reflects a query sent from a user computer around the world. There may be a single access log representing any number of backend servers or each backend server may keep its own access log (not shown). In the case where each backend server has its own access log, a single access log may be developed by combining all of the individual access logs. In the example shown, backend servers deliver records from queries unidirectional to the access log, and in addition, backend server is able to retrieve records from the access log in order to implement the present invention using suitable software. The pre-fetch cache developed upon server will eventually be deployed to each of the user computers desiring to implement the present invention.
D. TWOSTEP CLUSTERING
Using PASW(SPSS) 17.0 to conduct a cluster analysis [18] - [20] .
The SPSS two-step clustering component is a scalable clustering analysis and the MapReduce mode [26]- [29] , [31] - [35] , [40] , [41] algorithm for processing very large data sets. Ability to handle continuous and categorical variables and attributes, it only needs to pass a single data in the process. In the first step of the process, you pre-aggregate records into many small sub-clusters. Then, cluster the subcluster from the pre-clustering step to the number of clusters required. If the number of clusters required is unknown, the SPSS two-step cluster component will automatically find the appropriate number of clusters.
III. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
The solution begin with analyzing current data we have from the file reputation query, follow by running a statistical method-two step clustering and forming different groups with similarity from the output of Chi-Square distribution analysis [21] , [22] ,and finally adopt mathematical algorithm calculation to produce the outcome for deployment common cache. Based on the improvement of cache contents, here comes the useful pre-fetch cache, so we called it's a kind of ''Cache Optimization'' [6] , [41] .
To explain these steps in details, we have transformed this solution into a repeatable process, and broken down the process into six steps, which is described in detail below. 5 is a high-level flow diagram describing one embodiment for implementing the present invention. It is contemplated that a suitable software module upon one of the backend servers will implement the steps shown in Fig. 5 , although it is possible for the steps to be distributed among many computers and coordinated by a single computer. After an access log is obtained, located or accessed by a software module executing upon backend server. As mentioned above, this access log includes real-world data from around the world and from many different entities, documenting the CRC queries that have been sent to the backend servers for analysis. Each query results in a record being created and stored in the access log. For example, there may be over ten million records in the access log. Typically, a query on a user computer originates with a security software product that desires to know whether a particular file is malicious or not; the access log is typically also under control of the entity that sells the security software product. Many security software products that may send queries or other products from other anti-virus service providers.
A. ANALYZE ACCESS LOG ANALYSIS
In step 1 the access log is analyzed to obtain a variety of attributes and their values for each record, as well as defining additional attributes and values not necessarily present within the access log. In one embodiment, the method processes each record of the access log in turn in order to pull out particular fields and data; other information may be present within each record. 
B. DETERMINE KEY ATTRIBUTES
In step 2, certain key attributes of the retrieved and defined attributes of step 1 are identified for further use in the invention. These key attributes will then be used in the next step as characteristics to form groups of related CRCs. In other words, CRCs having the same values for these key attributes would be placed into a single group. Statistical tools may be used to determine the preferred key attributes. Since CRCs in the same group have similar behaviors (as evidenced by the key attributes having the same values), an assumption can be made that the client computers responsible for sending these CRC queries may have similar behaviors and one may predict future user queries from these client computers. As explained below, a unique pre-fetch cache may be generated for client computers in the same group. In this fashion, we maximize the hit rates of queries on the pre-fetch cache to reduce queries over the Internet to the backend servers and reduce costs.
C. FORM GROUPS OF RELATED CRC ENTRIES
After each key attribute is defined from step 5, we then form the CRC into group with similarity. Examples are like CRCGroupA contains the attributes of (Product:OSCE, UpToDatePattern:Yes,ServerGUID:Query:1).
Once the key attributes have been determined in step 3 any numbers of groups are formed of related CRC entries. Preferably, groups contain CRC-result pairs, i.e., each item in a group is a CRC code paired with its result (malware or not malware). It is possible that some groups may not have any items.
Now that the groups of related CRC entries have been formed it is possible to deploy these groups as pre-fetch caches to the various user computers. For example, the group Y formed above may be deployed to all client computers in the North America region because this group has the attribute North America region in common (among others), and it is likely that other client computers in this region would be attempting to send the same CRC query as other computers in this region. In another example, all of the CRCs of the group A formed above may be sent to all client computers in Taiwan.
In a further refinement, it may be desirable to only send this group to computers in Taiwan using the particular product that they have in common. VOLUME 7, 2019 Because the size of each of these groups of CRC entries may be quite large, though, it is beneficial to perform a traffic reduction calculation first in order to determine whether deploying these groups actually will reduce network traffic.
D. TRAFFIC REDUCTION CALCULATION
In the described embodiment, because there are over eight million CRC entries formed into 99 groups, it is possible that some of the groups may be on the order of thousands or hundreds of thousands of entries in size. Downloading one or some of these groups as a pre-fetch cache to a single client on a user computer may actually take up more network traffic bandwidth than if the present invention were not implemented and the user computer built up its cache one-by-one as queries were submitted. Therefore, it is beneficial to perform a calculation of traffic volumes and even to determine if certain CRC entries should be deleted from a group before that group is downloaded to a client as a prefetch cache. This calculation is performed on each group.
The traffic reduction calculation may be performed on the basis of downloading a group to a single user computer or on the basis of downloading a group to all of the user computers. For example, assuming we have three groups where the calculation is positive, then we attempt to enforce that all user computers in these three groups download their dedicated pre-fetch cache. Preferably, we generate a different pre-fetch cache for each different group based on the calculation. If the group were downloaded all at once to a user computer as a pre-fetch cache in accordance with the present invention than all of the CRC entries within circle 604 would be downloaded and would contribute to a certain level of network traffic volume. But, if the present invention is not implemented, then all of these entries would not have to be downloaded at once but there is a certain subset 608 (shown in the dashed line) of CRC entries that would be queried by the user computer and results would have to be returned, also contributing to a certain level of network traffic volume. If the volume of network traffic created by downloading the prefetch cache 604 is greater than the volume of network traffic created in a forecast future time by responding to queries for subset 608, then it would not seem worthwhile to download group 604 as a pre-fetch cache. In other words, a prior art approach in which only CRCs in subset 608 are queried over a future time period results in a user query volume. On the other hand, if the present invention is implemented then all CRCs in group 604 are downloaded all at once and the volume of the network traffic bandwidth used up may be estimated using the area under solid line 614. In this example, since the volume of network traffic created using the pre-fetch cache approach (area under line 614) is greater than the user query volume traffic created without deploying the pre-fetch cache (area under dashed line 618), then it is advisable not to deploy this group as a pre-fetch cache.
In this situation, it is possible to remove a certain number of CRC entries from group 604 and to perform the calculations again. If the CRC entries are removed intelligently (i.e., using criteria designed to reduce the volume associated with downloading the pre-fetch cache), then at some point the calculations may reveal that the volume associated with the pre-fetch cache is less than the volume associated with traditional user queries. This process of performing the calculations, removing CRC entries from the group, and performing the calculations again, is performed repeatedly on each group until a maximum possible savings in network traffic bandwidth is determined. Of course, it is possible that the difference between the two volumes for a particular group would always be negative (such as is shown in Fig. 7 ) in which case that particular group would not be downloaded as a prefetch cache. 9 graphically illustrates a comparison of network traffic volumes created by this new scenario. The x-axis represents a given future time period, such as the next seven days, while the y-axis represents the amount of traffic volume at a particular point in time. Therefore, if the amount of user queries can be forecast for the next seven days (i.e., normal queries resulting without implementing the present invention), then the area under dashed line 718 represents the user query volume in terms of network traffic bandwidth that is used up. In other words, a prior art approach in which only CRCs in subset 708 are queried over a future time period results in a user query volume. On the other hand, if the present invention is implemented then all CRCs in group 704 are downloaded all at once and the volume of the network traffic bandwidth used up may be estimated using the area under solid line 714. In this example, since the volume of network traffic created using the pre-fetch cache approach is less than the user query volume traffic created without deploying the pre-fetch cache (area under dashed line 718), then it is advisable to deploy this group as a pre-fetch cache. Another way to reach this conclusion is to subtract volume 714 from volume 718 and if the result is positive, then the pre-fetch cache should be deployed.
Although Fig. 10 and 9 are presented as an iteration of the original group shown in Fig. 6 and 7 , it is entirely possible that the initial calculation of a group may result in the scenarios shown in Fig. 12and 13. Even in this situation, it is advantageous to iterate over the group, strategically removing CRC entries in order to achieve the maximum traffic bandwidth savings.
One particular embodiment of the present invention utilizes the below algorithm to calculate the estimated traffic reduction for each group (essentially subtracting the traffic volume associated with the pre-fetch cache from the traffic volume associated with traditional user queries). A positive value for the traffic reduction means the group should be deployed as a pre-fetch cache. After grouping all the CRCs from the previous step, this traffic reduction forecast algorithm will help to determine if a group is worthwhile for deployment as well what is the best deployment size for that group (i.e., should entries be removed before deployment).
Total CRC type of group = n Selected CRC type of group = m Consider that variable n = the total number of original CRC entries in a group, and that variable m = the number of CRC entries in a group once some entries have been removed. The algorithm then operates to count iterations of m from 0 to n, for the purpose of obtaining the maximum value of m and its CRC when calculating traffic reduction. As will be explained below, is often advantageous to remove CRC entries from groups that are not queried that often by the client. Each calculation is for a certain period of time and will predict a pre-fetch cache. It can be advantageous to remove those CRCs which are not queried that often by comparing the new pre-fetch cache and old pre-fetch cache. It is preferable to calculate a pre-fetch cache for each group as a unit, not for single user. The following formula may be used to calculate the traffic reduction for particular values of m: (1) Fig. 11 graphically illustrates a timeline showing total CRC counts and the relative positions of the time parameters used in the above formula. In this graph time is on the x-axis and total CRC count is on the y-axis. We define: t0 as being the starting point of the data analysis; t1 as being the starting point of deploying the pre-fetch cache; t2 as being the cache TTL (time-to-live) period of seven days; and the time period of t0 -t1 being the analysis of the current data.
Further variables in the formula are defined as follows: 
where f i (t) is a prediction function for a given CRC type i. A special condition may apply when this prediction function results in a negative value, i.e., when f i (t) < 0. What this means is that at any given point of time, if the area under a curve is a negative value, this might due to probability of error. This can be treated as a special case from a data analysis standpoint. 
where g (t) is the prediction of the total number of clients (user computers) who will receive the pre-fetch cache. One way to explain the formula is to understand that the quantity of the first part on left hand side represents the forecast traffic (assuming that the pre-fetch cache technique is not implemented), and the quantity of the second part on the left hand side represents the deployment traffic (when the pre-fetch cache is deployed to clients). To determine that it is worthwhile to deploy a group of the pre-fetch cache to a client, the Traffic Reduction result value from the CRC forecast minus CRC for deployment must not be a negative value. If there is a positive value then a traffic reduction flag is associated with this group of CRCs. The range from t1 to t2 is seven days in this embodiment.
As mentioned above, if the traffic volume associated with downloading a particular group is greater than the traffic volume associated with performing normal queries, then it is desirable to remove a CRC entry or entries from the group and perform calculations again in order to obtain the maximum achievable traffic reduction. In other words, entries may be removed from a group until the calculation of subtracting the download pre-cache volume from the user query volume yields the greatest value. In one embodiment, this iteration is performed by first removing those CRC entries from a group which have been sent the fewest times from a particular product. If the traffic volume associated with downloading a particular group is always greater than the traffic volume associated with performing normal queries (even after removing any number of CRC entries) then the group is not flagged with a traffic reduction flag and the group will not be downloaded as a pre-fetch cache.
E. CHECK WITH VIRUS PATTERN
In many instances, a particular virus pattern (containing any number of CRCs identifying known viruses) for a particular product may be updated as frequently as once per hour. It is possible that any of the CRCs in one of the groups now matches with a known CRC in the updated virus pattern. Because the virus pattern is typically applied on a client computer before the pre-fetch cache is checked, a known virus will be caught by the virus pattern before the pre-fetch cache is checked. Therefore, in this situation, there is no need for that particular CRC that matches to also be present within one of the groups. These CRCs that match with any CRC of an updated virus pattern may then be deleted in step 5 from the groups in order to save on the bandwidth required to send these groups over the Internet to the user computers. s step is useful but optional.
F. FORM CUSTOMIZED PRE-FETCH CACHE
Next, in step 6, after any matching CRCs have been deleted from the groups in step 5 a custom pre-fetch cache containing any number of the groups is sent to the user computers in the field. In one embodiment, all groups having the key attribute of ''region'' which is the same will be downloaded to all user computers in that particular region. For example, if fourteen of the groups have a key attribute of ''region'' which is North America, then all those groups will be sent to all user computers in the region of North America. Or, one may download based upon product and not upon region. In order to send the pre-fetch cache to user computers in field, it is sufficient to send just the CRCs and the corresponding result. If the result is ''virus,'' the corresponding CRC will be added into the virus pattern and there is no need to handle it any more.
Once each client computer has received its pre-fetch cache and is now processing suspect files and sending out new queries to the backend servers over the Internet, it is possible to begin the process again of obtaining an updated access log from that point in time and reiterating the steps. The client performs the steps as shown in Fig.12: 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
First of all, duo to resource limitation, all access logs are too huge and too hard to analysis by our limited machines, the prototype only bases focus ''one'' antivirus product and collect only one day historical access logs to analysis. Some server side products are not easy to do clustering. Because these kinds of access log queries may come from single one server. It's hard to identify how many users behind the server. Second, here choose one product as our log analysis RAW data. Duo to its personal antivirus version, the access logs may contain some different categories and group data that useful for the Two Step clustering.
Finally, the prototype tries to apply our six steps analysis to form the cache. After pre-fetch cache is generated, check the cache effectiveness by parsing the access logs we have.
A. IMPLEMENTATION HYPOTHESIS
This section we introduce the basic of calculation.
Suppose Fig. 13 shows all historical traffic happened between time t0 to time t2. X-axis stands for the time period; Y-axis stands for traffic volume. This traffic volume aggregated those real access logs collected from those cloud backend servers. First, we collect all access logs from t0 to t1, then utilize data mining technique [23] - [25] , [30] , [40] and clustering concept, by gathering the current feedback data we have from our SPN, we are able to form these data in groups with similarity, and by deploying these data to client side on t1, compare the original traffic volume from t1 to t2, and then we can do the performance evaluation.
Then, the new traffic volume after applied pre-fetch cache becomes the Fig.14 From t1 to t2, it's clear the traffic volume is fewer than before (orange color). The following calculation can prove that if clients can download the pre-fetch cache in t1, then they will not send out too many queries to the company's backend servers from t1 to t2. Following that, we can calculate how many traffic we saved based on the real case. Since we already have all real data from t1 to t2, we can compare the data and calculate the real hit cache without interfering real customer machines.
B. DETAILED PROCESS 1) RAW ACCESS LOG PARSING
Raw data comes from the server's background access log RAW data, Fig. 15 lists those selected data we parsed from access log and prepare to do further process. 
2) USE SPSS -TWOSTEP PROCESS TO FORM GROUP
Here try to handle real case, input raw data (useful query logs) to SPSS, and then try to form group.
For use with single product access logs got from backend servers in the cloud, after process raw data to SPSS TwoStep process, we got 99 groups in single product.
In the prototype, we calculate these 99 groups and try to identify which groups are suitable for real cache implementation. Here we compare the CRC Re-query Rate in different groups, then try to choose those groups with maximum rate, and then use their CRC data to form the pre-fetch cache.
Following that, we choose 5 groups. They are group 9, group 53, group 27, group 19, group 83 in Table 2 from Fig. 16 . Then we do real calculation.
The formula that we used here: Total time : Suppose '' t1'' (describe in Section ) is 7 hours, which equals to 60 × 24 × 7 seconds = 10080 seconds Total Volume Size = (Vcrc (Slope) * t1) * ( t1 / 2) * Avg CRC Query Size Total Deploy Cache Size = ( Vclient(slope)) * ( t1 / 2 ) * (Avg Cache Size + Avg CRC Query Size) * (CRC Count)
Then we got the data list in Table 4 -3 
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
After process through detail steps in table III, we can calculate how many network traffic can be reduce through current increasing traffic The following items are total real network traffic that client should use:
TotalBE : Total clients that we formed in Group Query Size: Each normal query has to send to backend server CrcR: CRC Hit Rate TotalBE = 121673 QuerySize = 1.7 CrcR = 0.1604 The following items are total network traffic when the prototype has to deploy the cache first. Here the prototype proved that the network traffic can be really reduced by the solution.
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V. CONCLUSION
In most of the SPN products, local cache mechanism is implemented for the purpose of reducing the network traffics. However, the local cache is treated as a single group, by all means that, there is no group interaction concept applied, and as the result, it is not efficient way to use these data from these singe group to build or forming new cache.
After these six steps to generate pre-fetch cache for clients, the paper utilize data mining technique and clustering concept, by gathering the current feedback data we have from SPN backend server, the solution can form these data in groups with similarity, and by deploying these data to client side, to achieve the reduction of traffic usage.
A. BENEFIT OF SEND THE PRE-FETCH CACHE TO CLIENT
For the Security solution provider, the cloud server to serve SPN service is limited, the charge by CDN company also based on the network traffic. Bases on the solution, network traffic can reduce about10%, so the cost for CDN can be cut instantly.
B. FUTURE WORK 1) APPLY OUR SOLUTION MODEL TO WRS AND OTHER COMPANY SERVICES
In this paper, we only use FRS as an example; however, our data should also be able to fit in to the case of WRS. This is because if data that can be represented as a polynomial function, then we will be able to transform the data into numbers, and calculate if it's worthwhile for deployment to achieve the reduce traffic purpose.
2) PRODUCT DEFAULT CUSTOMIZED CACHE
Suggest that we can generate different cache files by different groups. When users start to install the product, use some questions to identify the detailed user profile, then system can pre-install customized cache into products for the user.
